AGENDA
BOARD OF ARCHITECTURAL REVIEW-LARGE

February 24, 2021             4:30 P.M.               “virtually via Zoom Webinar”

1. 332-334-336 King Street and 36 George Street -- APP. NO. 2102-24-1
TMS # 457-04-02-006/007/008/009

   Request approval for revisions to the West (334 King Street) Façade.
   (none) Height District: 3/6 Old and Historic District
   Owner: Alterman Limited Partnership (334 King)
   Alterman Family Trust (36 George)
   JPM Naples SPE LLC (332 & 336 King)
   Applicant: Stephen Ramos/LS3P

   MOTION: Approval for Revisions of 334 King Street West Façade with Staff recommendations and Board Comments.

   MADE BY: Scott      SECOND: Meadors     VOTE: FOR 4   AGAINST 0

2. 30 Race Street -- TMS # 460-04-01-060/061/062 APP. NO. 2102-24-2

   Request approval for Mock-Up Panel.
   Category 2 (Westside) Height District: 2.5 Landmark Overlay Category
   Owner: Greek Orthodox Church of Holy Trinity
   Applicant: Eddie Bello / Bello Garris Architects

   MOTION: Denial of the Mock-Up panel as presented for 30 Race Street incorporating Staff and Board comments.

   MADE BY: Meadors      SECOND: Scott     VOTE: FOR 4   AGAINST 0